
Most people say that it is the intellect which 
makes a great scientist. They are wrong: it is 

character.�

Albert Einstein
�



Which vectors for the genes

WHY retro: history of knowledge / integration



(onco)Retrovirus (MuLV)

• Receptors:  +aa  transporter  (ecotropic  env),  phosphate 
transporter (amphotropic env)
• Enveloped virus
• RNA genome (2 copies)
• dsDNA enters into the nucleus and integrates upon mitosis
• Enters the cell by fusion
• LTR: viral transcription, polyad, replication, integration
• 3  poly-proteins  produced  by  alternate  splicing,  further 
processed 



Retrovirus life cycle



Retroviral vectors
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Retroviral vectors-ameliorations

• heterologous envelope (VSV-G)

• Reduce overlap between packaging and 
vector (in gag and LTR)

• Use different promoters, no LTR

• Substitute the original packaging line 
NIH3T3 which contains endogenous 
MuLV like sequences



Pros and Cons viral vectos



Ex vivo gene therapy

cells

Infected cells



1990 first gene therapy trial approved



What is SCID



ADA SCID, 15-20% of all SCIDs



200 000 euro /year

Conventional treatment of ADA



Gene therapy advantages



Rationale



NIH trial



Protocol



Results



Results, trial with PBLs



Results, trial with HSCs



HSCs, progresses



PEG-ADA discontinuation (PBLs)



Conclusions early ADA trials (1990-1998)

•  safety of viral gene transfer
•  Persistence
•  PEG ADA impairs effective gene/cell therapy



Gene therapy and non-myeloablative conditioning



Gene therapy and non-myeloablative conditioning



On the news



SCIDX1 (50% SCID cases)



Ex-vivo Retrovirus-med. gene therapy:�
SCIDX1 trial 1998, A. Fisher France

•  Recessive disease
•  X linked
•  Defect in the γc gene, receptor for cytokines => block in T and NK 

differentiation
•  Ex-vivo gene therapy on CD34+cells: MuLV- gc 20x106 cells/Kg



Ex-vivo Retrovirus-med. gene therapy:�
SCIDX1I trial 1998, A. Fisher France



SCIDX1 trial
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B: RT PCR 
Detection of γc RNA 

Lymphocyte subsets 

protein expression 
A. PCR: 
detection of γc DNA 
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Functional characteristics of transduced cells
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